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Abstrak
 

<i>Most important thing which become central attention of this study is implementation of Regional

Autonomy Program that commenced on applicable of Act Number 22 11999. Most important alteration on

this act is the more strengthen of local political institution (DPRD), which strictly separated between

institutions on Head of Regional and DPRD. And institutionally, DPRD is no longer part of Local

Government rather as equal partner in its position for Local Legislative Body. This is a huge opportunity for

DPRD of NTT Province to implement their wider authority. Nevertheless, DPRD of NTT Province can be

an effective people's representative as their people's hope.

 

Therefore, this study and research is focused on role and function effectiveness of DPRD and Regional

Autonomy. However, this is not an easy task to do for DPRD of NTT Province. There are many influencing

factors to this institution to have more optimal roles. Those factors are internal and external factors, whereas

both factors are effectively influencing to weaken or even strengthen role and function of DPRD as local

political institution. External factor on this study is factors which beyond DPRD institution which also

influencing effectiveness on role and function of DRPD. In fact, DPRD is actively join to influence

effectiveness on role and function of DPRD.

 

Data of this study is gathered from qualitative study method. Sources are primary data (study informant) and

secondary data (documentation review). Researcher is the study instrument herself whereas to gather data

through interview and to review documentation. Gathered data, then, being processed with take primary and

secondary data along with its characteristics with its tendency on one to another to applied research

indicators. Then, it will be analyzed and interpreted with suing applicable formal rules or theory framework.

In this study, writer did not testing relationship or testing the influencing factors rather to explain about

those influencing factors that based on theories.

 

Based on this study, it showed that roles and function of DPRD of NTT Province is not effective as its local

people's hope or the regulation itself. Performance of DPRD of NTT Province in the implementation of

legislation function is possible so DPRD can create Local Regulation Initiative on NTT and to include

consultation or participation of NTTs people, control function on DPRD is political, not technical or

functional supervision observation or control. So arrogance from DPRD can be more reduced; it hope that

DPRD as political representative function put people interest more rather than political party interest or local

elites. These political representatives are also hope that members of house of representative to have more

intensive relation with their voters and not to their local elites.

 

At the end of this thesis is suggestion in form of recommendation in order to reach effectiveness on role and
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function of DPRD of NTT Province and DPRD of NTT Province needs to give more attention to external

and internal factors that influencing performance effectiveness of house's members in the era of Regional

Autonomy. And the most important thing to implementing Regional Autonomy in NTT Province is DPRD

as a stepping stone of local people and those house's members can be an effective people's representative for

local people. And the essence of Regional Autonomy is community autonomy which can be a reality as their

hope.</i>


